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Towards Understanding Mobility in Museums
Golnaz Elmamooz1 Bettina Finzel2 Daniela Nicklas3

Abstract: Data mining techniques can provide valuable insight to understand mobility in museums.
However, the results of such techniques might not be easily understood by the museum staff. In
this paper, we propose a graph-based approach to model museum exhibitions, sensor locations, and
guiding tasks. We further discuss how route-based trajectory mining can be adapted to work with
this graph model and which challenges need to be addressed to cope with the graph dynamics and
the continuous flow of sensor data. Based on the demands of two target groups, curators and visitors,
three applications are proposed: a museum graph editor, a mobile museum guide, and a curator
decision support. We propose an architecture for a platform that provides context information and
data mining results to such applications. We claim that our proposed platform can cover many aspects
and demands that arise in the museum environment today.
Keywords: mobility in museum, property graph model, museum knowledge management, incremental trajectory data mining

1

Introduction

Museum exhibitions are areas where mobility plays an important role. The museum staff
designs the layout of exhibits so that an optimal visiting experience can be gained, often by
assuming certain movement patterns or routes. In addition, they may offer audio guides,
info boards, sign posts, and even mobile gaming apps [EM11, Va10] that should further
help visitors to follow proposed routes or topics. Visitors may or may not be aware of such
offers; they might only follow their interests and show a more or less predictable behavior.
A case study analysis of an ambient intelligent museum guide [WE05] describes a museum
as ecology: as an information ecology, it is a system of people, practices, values, and
technologies in a local environment; and to understand that ecology, understanding visitor
mobility is a key factor. Nowadays, a multitude of sensors could be used to automatically
observe visitor mobility in a museum: light barriers at doors, cameras [Ru13], the usage
of electronic guides [BF16], or dedicated sensors like in the work of Martella [Ma16].
Here, proximity sensors attached to visitors and exhibits were used to sense the fact that
someone is close to an exhibit. All these data sources provide raw data of varying data
quality. To gain information about the movement (represented as trajectories) and to derive
useful knowledge out of such data, various trajectory mining techniques can be exploited.
However, as has been demonstrated in [Ma16], the results of such techniques might not be
easily understood by the museum staff. In addition, such techniques often work on maps
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and coordinates. However, it might be tedious to model exact floor plans, exhibit locations
and sensor locations for a whole museum, in particular since many aspects of such digital
maps will change with new exhibitions. Hence, we propose a graph-based approach to
model museum exhibitions, sensor locations, and guiding tasks (either for navigation or
for location-based games). We further discuss how route-based trajectory mining can be
adapted to work with this graph model and which challenges need to be addressed to cope
with the graph dynamics. Based on the demands of two target groups in the museum,
curators and visitors, two types of application are needed. First, a mobile museum guide
for the visitor to find their way easily and, secondary, a curator decision support and a
museum graph editor that helps the curators organize the museums in an efficient way.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we propose the main architecture of our
platform. In Section 3, we describe the features of the museum graph model designed
according to two main challenges: the dynamic environment and the public environment
in a museum. We use museum graph model to provide context information for mobility
model management which we present in Section 4. We show that different preprocessing
and mining techniques take use of that context information. We conclude with Section 5
and give an outlook on future work.

2
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Fig. 1: Architecture overview

To manage mobility data we propose an architecture as depicted in Figure 1 to support
three applications (right side): Mobile museum guides are mobile multi-media applications
that inform visitors about exhibits, propose tours, and could contain scavenger-hunt-like
games. In addition, by recognizing the mobility pattern and interests of the current user,
such guide can individually recommend certain exhibits, topics, or tours (”‘visitors who
liked exhibits A and B also liked room C”’). The Curator decision support helps the museum staff to understand mobility. It is a domain-specific data analysis application that visualizes the results of various data analysis like popularity of exhibits, most popular paths,
or classes of visitor behavior. Finally, we offer the Museum graph editor that provides an
easy way for the museum staff to model exhibitions, game tasks, and room layouts. The
Museum data management continuously processes incoming data from Mobility Sensors
like cameras or WIFI trackers and from usage of the Mobile museum guide. Locations of
visitors are preprocessed and mapped onto the Museum graph model (as provided by the
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corresponding editor) that represents the location of rooms, exhibits, and sensors. The results are semantic trajectories that are fed into various Trajectory mining tasks to produce
mobility models like frequent mobility patterns or trajectory clusters. Since the museum
graph model changes whenever new exhibits or game tasks occur, we need to manage
these models so that they are compliant with the exhibition. For this, changes in the museum graph model are published to the Mobility model management which controls the
mining tasks. In the following sections, we give more details on the Museum graph model
and the Mobility model management.

3

Museum Graph Model

Based on previous evaluations on geometric and symbolic location models [BD05] we
propose an attributed graph-based location model of the museum environment to represent the context information which is used in analysis of mobility inside the museum. We
need to model exhibits, visitors, tasks, areas, sensor locations, routes and the spatial and
non-spatial relationships between such assets and objects. Assets and objects are modelled
as nodes. Relationships are represented as edges. Both, nodes and edges, can be further
attributed. Relationships that express containment and connectedness are sufficient and
necessary to answer common spatial queries [BD05] but to enable analysis that goes beyond spatial relationships, further properties like topics or temporal availability need to
be included. We therefor chose the property graph approach [Su15, Da14] to design the
model. For the implementation, Neo4j4 will be used. Figure 2 shows an example graph that
could be implemented as part of a bigger graph representing the whole museum. The graph
consists of seven nodes: three are of type POI (point of interest), two of type location, one
of type passage and one of type activity. Passage refers to objects connecting locations,
like doors, stairs or elevators. Activity refers to different actions a visitor can take in the
museum, like tasks related to exhibits. The nodes are attributed with subtypes, names and
descriptions to ease the retrieval of individual nodes or sets of nodes. Each node has an
unique ID and some human-readable values for each attribute. The nodes are connected
through different kinds of relationships.
Figure 2 shows relationships that will be mainly used in our graph: connected, inside
and assigned. In the example graph, two rooms – the entrance hall and the room named
Vogelsaal – are connected by a door. One POI inside the entrance hall could be the cash
desk, where visitors pay for their visit. In the Vogelsaal, two exhibits (vitrines) which show
some birds and animals, are located. The mobile museum guide could offer some tasks to
the visitors to increase their museum experience. Here, we assigned a task to the second
vitrine, containing padded birds. For example, the visitor could be asked by the mobile
museum guide to estimate the number of feathers as soon as she passes the vitrine.
The example shows that the graph model can be easily understood by humans. Curators
and museum education officers should be able to understand the model as they might
want to create and adapt it via the museum graph editor. A graph-based model provides a
4
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well suited representation and has a medium modelling effort compared to other location
model approaches [BD05]. Furthermore the model can help to understand the reasons
behind certain mobility patterns of visitors in the museum. A visitor might spent some
time infront of the second vitrine to count the feathers.
Regarding museum data management, we face two main challenges: (i) the environment
is dynamic, and (ii) the environment is public. Challenge (i) results in a variable frequency
of updates, updates on different parts of the model (e.g. a property ”‘accessible”’ is added
for nodes of the type ”‘room”’) and changing availability (e.g. a relationship exists only
within a certain time interval). Because of challenge (ii), we need to deal with heterogeneous user groups and we need to integrate privacy-preserving methods into the data
management platform [St16]. The graph model is scalable and adaptable to changes in the
museum. Properties, nodes and relationships in the instantiated graph can be easily added
or removed. However, such changes over time and within space must be considered in
further processing steps. To control the knowledge that is stored in the graph, restricted
relationships and unique nodes can be defined. Thus, the dynamics of the graph itself can
be limited. In the future we will evaluate features of other graph variants and compare
them to our property graph model. For improving the scalability of the graph and for enabling the organization of entities in subgraphs, we intend to use multiple relation-based
layers [Bo12]. For investigating how fine-grained semantical information can be included
into our model (e.g. exhibit B is between exhibit A and exhibit C) we will consider hypergraphs [ERV06].
Passage: 31
type: Door

Location: 4711
type: Room
name: EntranceHall

Location: 2811
type: Room
name: Vogelsaal

Activity: 74
type: Task
name: EstimateFeather
description: …

inside

POI: 12
type: Service
name: CashDesk

POI: 38
type: Exhibit
name: Vitrine1

POI: 39
type: Exhibit
name: Vitrine2

Fig. 2: Museum graph example

4

Mobility Model Management

In contrast to the museum graph model which represents the context information, mobility
models represent the knowledge on movement of visitors. Examples for mobility model
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are frequent mobility patterns or trajectory clusters. The two main applications use such
mobility models to provide their service. Curators can arrange their museum in a way to
have a constant distribution of visitor population instead of some crowded area and some
empty rooms. In addition, recommendations that are based on mobility models can help
visitors find a specific exhibit in a shorter time and choose the best path based on their
interests.
We use the information gained from Museum graph model as context information to preprocess the observations from mobility sensors and the usage data from the mobile museum guide. Therefor we can extract relations and points that build primary routes. For
example, considering the attribute ”‘accessible”’, we know that a potential route through a
room is possible or not. Combining primary routes together with preprocessing techniques
like stay point detection and map-matching lead to more accurate results [Kh08]. Additionally, we can use trajectory segmentation technique when we need to consider trajectories in some particular time or particular exhibition in the museum. We develop trajectory
mining tasks such trajectory clustering and trajectory classification based on preprocessed
semantic trajectories to produce several mobility models. Finally, we need to manage all
the knowledge obtained from different mobility models to serve the applications.
Trajectory clustering in the museums is the process of finding frequent trajectory patterns
shared by visitors and of grouping similar trajectories into clusters. Trajectory clustering
has been presented for clustering the trajectories both in free space and in a route-based
setting [Zh15]. As we mapped the information of the museum environment into a graph
model, our clustering task is based on the trajectories in route-based setting. According
to the fact that a museum is a changing environment and also the interests of visitors
could change during time intervals, we need to implement incremental trajectory mining
algorithms [Li10]. In such approaches, first a trajectory segmentation technique is applied
on trajectories and then the last segment of trajectory in a time window can be considered.
One of the benefits of this method is that if the visitors had different paths before the start
of the time window, it does not affect the results of clustering within the time-window, and
we can focus on analyzing recent movement patterns [SZM16]. For example, we can study
the direct effects of some events or changes to the Museum graph model on the distribution
of visitor population.
Based on the example mentioned in the previous section, we can apply stay point detection
as preprocessing step and after extracting stay points from single trajectories we can apply
clustering techniques to define different clusters of stay points based on duration or number
of detected stay points. In addition, using points of interest defined in graph model can help
us to find stay points easier. However, in stay point detection step we may find some other
stay points which are not defined in the graph model as POI. For clustering the stay points
incrementally, we define a window size and consider the stay points just within a time
window. As described before, in the entrance hall there is a cash desk where all of the
visitors should stop, even for few seconds, to buy a ticket for the museum. In this scenario,
by applying stay point detection on single trajectories and clustering these points based on
number on detected stay points we can extract three main stay points: a stay point in front
of the cash in the entrance hall and two stay points in front of the vitrines in the Vogelsaal.
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In incremental clustering, events can change the results of clustering during different time
intervals. For example, a curator adds the activity of feather estimation at time t2 . Later, at
time t3 , she is interested in the effects of this change in the mobility models.
As illustrated in Figure 3, we can define two time intervals based on the graph changes: one
before t2 and one from t2 to now (which is t3 ). After adding the activity, visitors become
more interested in the birds in vitrine 2. Therefore, the number of detected stay points
in the second time window increases. On the other hand, since there are no changes to
the entrance hall, we do not define a new time window for this room. In the example, 20
visitors visit the museum within the time interval t1 to t3 . We know all of the visitors stop
at cash desk, so we can use this stay point to count the number of all visitors. From t1 to
t2 , 8 visitors are interested at vitrine 1 and 3 visitors are interested in vitrine 2. At time t2
by changing the graph model of Vogelsaal the number of detected stay points for vitrine
2 changes. The number of detected stay points from t1 to t2 and from t2 to t3 is shown in
table 1.
Based on the information obtained from preprocessed semantic trajectories we can classify
different kinds of visitors based on their visiting style and time schedule. For the same
reason mentioned for clustering techniques, like changes in museum environment and the
interests of visitors, we use incremental classification [Le08]. The obtained knowledge
helps curators to arrange the exhibits in a special order that makes visitors spend a shorter
or longer time in the museum, and helps visitors by providing more accurate suggestions
in order to have a more desirable path through the museum.
Location name
Cash desk
Vitrine 1
Vitrine 2

SPs t1 – t2

SPs t2 – t3
20

8
3

Vogelsaal

8
12
t1

Tab. 1: Detected number of stay points in different time
windows

5

Vogelsaal

Entrance hall
t2

t3

t

Fig. 3: Defined time windows

Conclusion and Outlook

We presented a platform that addresses many aspects and challenges regarding the museum environment. This platform can be deployed in any museum, regardless the focus
of the exhibitions. The goal of this platform is to understand the mobility in the museums in order to support three applications that match different requirements. The platform
contains a museum graph editor that can be used by museum staff to represent and update the graph model of the museum environment. The graph model further serves several
data mining tasks which provide mobility models to a mobile museum guide and a curator
decision support. Using different preprocessing and mining tasks on semantic trajectories
can provide accurate mobility models that result in a deeper understanding of mobility in
museums. However, for this we have to solve the challenge of a dynamic mobility model
management that controls the time windows and data scopes of incremental trajectory
mining algorithms so that it stays consistent with the real world, as it is represented by the
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Museum graph model. Future works will cover investigations on requirements and therefore cooperation with museums. Throughout the development process we will evaluate the
property graph model and decide on how it can be extended by further features to cover
different application and mining use cases. The important aspect in developing a mobile
museum guide application and a curator decision support application is that the applications should provide consistent information to the curators and visitors at the same time.
For example, a new event like offering snack in buffet should provide new suggestion for
visitors and help the curators to organize the event efficiently.
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